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Make your voice heard, Young Reader! Respond to the

following poll in the next 10 minutes to be eligible to receive

an all-expenses-paid trip to NASA Space Center in Houston!

Fact: Human space exploration has led to many scientific and

technology advances.

Fact: Money spent on new technology creates new jobs. Well-paid

technology and science jobs boost the Texas economy.

Fact: Missions to near-Earth planets, like Venus or Mars, are less

expensive than other types of space exploration.

Do you support NASA’s mission to send astronauts to Mars?

Click a button to send:

This poll made possible by CitizensSupportNASA.org.

Yes No Not Sure

1 The poll at the end of the selection reports responses to –

A NASA engineers C Texas economists

B A digital website D ISS scientists 9F

The Zarya was the first module, or connected part, of the ISS to be

launched. It provided power and supplies for building the station.

The Destiny Module is the main laboratory space for U.S. experiments.

Designed by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

engineers, it was added to the ISS in 2001.

The Japanese Experiment Module,

nicknamed Kibō, is the single 

largest ISS module. It provides

storage, experiment, and laboratory

space. It has a cargo loading dock

that features a robot arm for

handling materials in space. Shutterstock.com/gjebic nicolae

Large solar arrays use sunlight to provide

electricity for experiments on the ISS.

The International Space Station

1 Did you know that humans have lived in space since 2011?

Circling our planet in low Earth orbit, the International Space

Station (ISS) is home to astronauts from the United States, Russia,

Japan, Canada, and the nations of Europe. Six astronauts,

called cosmonauts in Russia, form

the ISS crew. These brave scientists spend

about six months at a time in space before

returning to Earth.

A Scientific Expedition

2 When crew members arrive at the space

station, they bring supplies for their microgravity

experiments. The astronauts are all trained scientists.

That’s because the ISS is really an orbiting science

laboratory. The world’s scientists record data from the

ground while ISS scientists conduct investigations at 200 miles

above the earth. Astronaut researchers study meteorology,

astrobiology, physics, space medicine, life sciences, and materials

science. The ISS also serves as a laboratory for designing space

vehicles that might one day take astronauts to Mars!

A Difficult Environment

3 Conditions in low Earth orbit are very different than we are

used to here on Earth’s surface. In space, there is very little gravity.

The human body takes time to get used to weightlessness.

Digesting your food, for example, depends on gravity. Our bones

and muscles grow differently without gravity. Even the fluid in our

eyeballs acts differently in space! Another concern is radiation. The

Earth’s atmosphere protects us from the harmful ultraviolet

radiation of the sun. Space can be very hot in the sun’s light and

icy cold in the Earth’s shadow. Also, there is no oxygen in space. In

space, astronauts have to depend on their gear for protection. The

space station crew also depends on frequent rocket flights from

Earth to provide them with food, water, and other supplies.
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11 The facts listed in the poll at the end of the article all support the

argument that we should –

A abandon space exploration C build more space stations

B send astronauts to Mars D live in space

8 The information in paragraph 3 compares conditions in space to –

F the safety of Earth’s surface H working without gravity

G the heat of the sun J an astronaut’s gear 9Diii

2 Which part of the selection helps the reader understand the types

of experiments conducted on the International Space Station?

F A Scientific Expedition H A Difficult Environment

G The title J The diagram captions

3 Look at this diagram.

Based on the information in paragraph 3, which of the following

best completes the diagram?

A Earth’s Atmosphere C Dangers Faced by Astronauts

B Science Experiments D Gravity’s Effects

6C

Extreme

Temperatures

Lack of

Oxygen

Ultraviolet

Radiation

4 The author includes the space station diagram to –

F explain the supplies that are required by astronauts on the ISS

G show the reader the function of different parts of the ISS

H help the reader visualize a microgravity environment

J persuade the reader to become an astronaut or scientist

5 Which sentence best supports the conclusion that the crew of the

ISS are well-trained scientists?

A Astronaut researchers study meteorology, astrobiology, physics,

space medicine, life sciences, and materials science.

B Did you know that humans have lived in space since 2011?

C Conditions in low Earth orbit are very different than we are used

to here on Earth’s surface.

D The human body takes time to get used to weightlessness. 6F

10C

6 The word weightlessness in paragraph 3 means –

F the last to be weighed H the effect of being too heavy

G a kind of measurement J the state of having no weight

7 According to the information found in the diagram, the ISS

produces electricity from –

A resupply missions C solar arrays

B the Zarya module D  the Kibō module

3B

9Dii

9 From the information found in the diagram captions, the reader

can tell that the ISS –

A gives astronauts plenty of comfortable space to relax

B was built gradually, over time

C allows scientists to learn about the earth’s weather

D is home to a large number of astronauts

10 Who is likely to respond to the poll that follows the article?

F NASA astronauts H students reading about the ISS

G trained scientists J science teachers in Russia

6H

12 The poll is written to promote support for –

F NASA G readers H teachers J new jobs

9Eiii

9Ei

9Eii

9Di
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cesium dust on the floor of the chamber. The photon beam

immediately charged the cesium atoms. The atoms plasmaticized

and then went critical. The reaction’s intense light blinded the

sensors. Using the plasma reaction, we quickly melted the rock at

the base of the door. We are free! We are also lost.

7 Captain’s Log (cave complex) – Cyclopedia screens flash as

we melt door after door. SITUATION REPORT: NOBODY HAS

STOLEN CESIUM! That made my crew laugh. The noise was a

welcome change from our earlier cries of regret. The next screen

declared NOBODY IS BLINDING OUR SENSORS. Then,

NOBODY IS ESCAPING.

8 Captain’s Log (2.9 parsecs past

Andromeda Galaxy at 37.012° from Sol)

We are aboard our craft once again. We

have cesium and water. It seems the

Cyclopedia could not make sense of our

escape. Even as we left, the artificial

intelligence kept repeating NOBODY

HAS LEFT and NOBODY MUST BE

FOUND. We chart our course toward

Homer. May the cosmic winds favor our

speedy arrival.
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A Narrow Escape

From the Chronicles of Odysseus Beta, Cosmic Captain

1 Captain’s Log (2.5 parsecs past Andromeda Galaxy at 37.01°

from Sol) – Our luck has been poor since leaving base. Our journey

to Ithacum Polaris was meant to be short. We are low on water and

cesium. We shall have to land at an out-of-the-way moon called

Sicilium Severi. Our crew hopes for the best. Still, we prepare for

the worst. Sicilium is controlled by a dangerous artificial

intelligence. It is said this AI sees everything.

2 Captain’s Log (surface of Sicilium Severi) – The land is

beautiful. Our scanners show water nearby. We must enter a cave

to explore for cesium mineral dust. The crew is hopeful.

3 Captain’s Log (subterranean cave complex) – We cannot plot

our location. Intense radio signals are jamming our communicators.

Worse, we have made contact with AI Cyclopedia. The digital

network is extensive. They have mined the cesium from this cave,

and we are trapped. Cyclopedia has visual sensors, like digital

eyes, everywhere. Our every move is watched. When we enter

new chambers of the cave, a rock wall slides down. We have lost

two crew members. I fear I have led my crew into despair.

When our fleet defeated Troya’s empire, I was a hero. Here, in the

digital caverns of Sicilium Severi, I am a nobody.

4 Captain’s Log (cave complex) – A keypad and screen were

presented to my crew in this final chamber. It is the Cyclopedia’s

way of communicating with us. It asked me to identify myself. I

typed on the keyboard: NOBODY. A sensor watched us from over

the closed rock door. It never blinks.

5 Captain’s Log (cave complex) – I have made a plan. We

secretly shaved cesium atoms from the rock as we lay upon the

stone floor. We have enough to continue our journey. I plan to blind

the Cyclopedia sensor. The sensors are accustomed to dark cave

conditions. My photon phaser can generate a laser beam. Let us

pray the beam will create a bright plasma burst.

6 Captain’s Log (cave complex) – It worked! I sprinkled
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The Odyssey, an Ancient Epic

1 Homer, a Greek poet, wrote The Odyssey around 3,000 years

ago. The epic poem tells the adventures of Odysseus, a Greek

king, who sails home with his crew after the famous Trojan War.

This fragment from the beginning of the poem tells how the

goddess Athena spoke to Telemachus, Odysseus’ son.

2 The goddess, bright-eyed Athene, spoke, and vanished,

soaring upwards like a bird. In his heart a spirit stirred, and boldly

made him think of his father even more. Realizing a god had been

with him, our youth felt godlike himself.
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6 The author communicates the events of A Narrow Escape by –

F listing entries from the main character’s log, or diary

G having Odysseus narrate his adventures as a sort of epic poem

H showing some nonfiction Cyclopedia entries

J having an observer tell a story about a fictional character

8 How is the story A Narrow Escape most similar to Homer’s epic

poem The Odyssey?

F They are both narrative poems that tell a legendary story.

G They both feature a heroic main character named Odysseus.

H Both A Narrow Escape and The Odyssey were written by

ancient Greek poets.

J Both A Narrow Escape and The Odyssey are about Greek

goddesses and kings.

3 Look at this encyclopia entry.

cesium /SEE·zee·uhm/

A rare, shiny, soft metal

that is liquid at room

temperature; used in

atomic clocks.

From this information, the reader

can tell that cesium in paragraph

1 rhymes most closely with –

A gymnasium

B sing a song

C musician

D please 3A

5 The story A Narrow Escape is narrated by –

A Odysseus, a Greek king who has won an important war

B an artificial intelligence named Cyclopedia

C the crew of a starship that is stranded on a distant moon

D Odysseus Beta, captain of a starship

2 From what the reader knows of the affix -ize, the invented word

plasmaticized in paragraph 6 must mean –

F sounded like H reminded one of plasma

G followed plasma J turned into or became plasma

4 In The Odyssey, Homer’s epic poem, the narrator uses figurative

language to convey the idea that –

F Athena is the most important goddess in epic poetry

G speaking with a goddess made a young man feel brave

H birds were important messengers to the Greek gods

J a young man has trouble understanding Athena

7 What is the best summary of the story A Narrow Escape?

A A captain needs to find water and cesium to continue a journey.

Unfortunately, cesium can only be found in dangerous caves.

The captain and his crew get trapped in one of these caves.

B Odysseus Beta feels sad and lost. He calls himself NOBODY.

Unfortunately, a computer called Cyclopedia confuses NOBODY

with an enemy. Odysseus needs to use cesium powder.

C Odysseus Beta, a starship captain, becomes trapped on a

faraway moon controlled by artificial intelligence. In order to

escape, Odysseus and his crew use a cesium reaction to

disable Cyclopedia’s sensors.

D An artificial intelligence is confused when Captain Odysseus

identifies himself as NOBODY. This error causes great hardship

to Cyclopedia. Odysseus is able to steal cesium from a cave.

3C

10E

10B

9B

7D

6E

1 In The Odyssey, an Ancient Epic, the author uses a simile in

paragraph 2 to –

A explain the Trojan War C compare a goddess to a bird

B describe a man’s courage D tell the history of Greece 10D
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than Earth bodies.

18 Rona: You are familiar with life on Earth?

19 Blox: We have been observing your people for thousands of

years.

20 Narrator: Again, the crew is silent. They look at each other

uncertainly. Buck touches his weapon. Rona shakes her head.

21 Rona: We didn’t know Mars was inhabited. Why have you not

contacted us? And why do you ask us not to land?

22 Blox: First, we did not want to frighten your people. When

frightened, humans can be irrational and even violent. As for

landing, that is not permissible. Your rocket ship is contaminated.

Your microbes fly with you. Mars is, as yet, clean and unspoiled.

23 Buck: Hey! We’re not violent! And we’re certainly not dirty!

24 Blox: No? Why do you wear a weapon aboard your own ship?

Why is the space around your planet cluttered with tons of orbiting

junk? Do not your oceans fill with petroleum-based waste? Ask

your computer if you doubt me. Is he not arming photon torpedoes

as we speak?

25 Max: Chief, Blox is correct. I am programmed to arm offensive

weapons. Blox is also correct about Earth’s pollution. Your crew is

carrying millions of microbes. In fact, microorganisms outnumber

your human cells by ten to one. Many studies suggest…

26 Rona: Max, that’s enough. Blox, may we study your planet

from here in high orbit? I assure you we come in peace.

27 Blox: Of course, Rona Terram. You may orbit our planet as

long and as often as you wish. I will bring together our Council of

Elders to present to your crew. We shall spend this time getting to

know each other.

28 Rona: Thank you, Blox. I speak for my crew when I say that

we are humbled and excited to be a part of this moment in our

history.

29 Max: Navigational control is back online. Blox is uploading

terabytes of video and audio files to my memory. Shall I play a

Martian history file?
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First Contact

An Imagined Conversation in Mars Orbit

1 Narrator: Humans have wondered about aliens for millennia.

Are we alone in the universe? Is there life in space? The crew of a

rocket ship are about to learn a valuable lesson.

2 Rona: Max, bring us into a close orbit of the planet, nice and

slow.

3 Max: Roger that, Chief. Nav-thrusters firing now.

4 Buck: Look at that! Olympus Mons is just below us! That group

of volcanoes puts us just over the equator. They’re huge!

5 Molly: Max, I’m taking the controls. Let’s descend slowly.

6 Max: I’m receiving a radio transmission. Shall I play it?

7 Rona: I thought we were out of radio contact on this side of

Mars. What…?

8 Max: The transmission is not from Earth. Its source is Mars’

surface.

9 Narrator: The crew looks at each other, in turn, puzzled. There

is momentary silence.

10 Buck: Maybe the signal is reflecting off the planet’s surface?

11 Rona: Max, play the message.

12 Narrator: A voice can be heard from a speaker over the crew’s

head. The voice is high pitched and speaks in accented English.

13 Blox: Welcome to Mars, Voyagers. I am Blox, Mars’ Minister of

Culture. Please do not descend to the surface of our planet.

14 Max: Chief, we have lost navigational control.

15 Molly: Chief, the controls are down. We’re adrift.

16 Rona: Minister, I am Rona Terram, Crew Chief of the U.S.S.

Amerigo. Who are you? Where are you transmitting from?

17 Blox: I am a leader here on Mars. I am located here at the

planet’s surface, but not in any one place. Our bodies are different

Countdown to the 5th Grade Reading STAAR “The GAUNTLET” Series 1: Adventures in Space Page 5
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Characters:

Rona, Crew Chief Molly, Pilot Buck, Engineer

Max, a navigational computer Blox, a Martian
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5 What message might the author expect the audience to receive

while watching this play?

A The best defense is a strong offense.

B When meeting new people, one should show no fear.

C As people, we should be thoughtful in new situations.

D Exploring space will likely cause humans grave harm.

9 Which of the following best describes Max’s role in the play’s

dialogue?

A To present facts in an unbiased way C To serve as a prop

B To increase dramatic conflict D As comic relief

6 In line 24, Blox asks a series of polite questions to –

F help put the human astronauts at ease in an uncomfortable

situation

G support his characterization of humans as dirty and

unreasonable

H confuse the crew with a series of hyperbolic statements

J show the audience that he is smarter than Max, a computer

8 The play’s action all occurs –

F in the control room of a rocket ship H in near-Earth orbit

G in a computer’s memory circuits J on Mars’ surface

10F

2 Which of the following themes is revealed by the play’s dialogue?

F Computers are still not as smart as a capable human leader.

G Our imaginations can take us places rocket ships cannot.

H Humans still know very little about space.

J Martians can be proud and thoughtless.

4 Which of the following best describes the stereotype that Blox

expresses about humans?

F Humans are wise and well-informed travelers in the solar system.

G Earth’s people have taken a very long time to reach Mars.

H Humans are not as well-equipped as a computer to pilot a

spacecraft.

J Humans are easily frightened, sometimes violent, and

contaminated by their own microbes and waste.

1 Which story elements from First Contact indicate that the story is

in the science fiction/fantasy genre?

A Characters include an intelligent computer and a Martian.

B The plot that features humans in space.

C A narrator explains the characters’ feelings to the audience.

D The dialogue includes discussion of human microbes. 9A

8B

10G

8A

3 Look at line 23 from the play.

From Buck’s reaction, the reader can tell that –

A humans are significantly dirtier than martians

B Buck feels offended by Blox’s claims about humans

C Buck misunderstands Blox’s English accent

D showers are likely not available on the rocket ship

Buck: Hey! We’re not violent! And we’re certainly not dirty!

10A

7 Which of the play’s lines best show that the story’s tension

has been resolved?

A Buck touches his weapon.

B Do not your oceans fill with petroleum-based waste?

C As for landing, that is not permissible.

D You may orbit our planet as long and as often as you wish. 8C

8D

9C
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3 Hannah’s third paragraph needs a topic sentence. Which of the

following should Hannah add before sentence 13?

A Scientists are really studying a lot about the planet’s geology.

B Even with what they already know, scientists are eager to learn

much more about Mars.

C It’s much colder on Mars than Earth.

D I still want to learn more about Mars.
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Hannah wrote the following paper for an assignment about space.

Read Hannah’s paper carefully, looking for any REVISIONS she

should make. Then answer the questions that follow.

(1) Sometimes called the Red Planet, Mars is the fourth planet

from the Sun and one of our closest neighbors. (2) Mars has been

known to humans since ancient times because it can be seen

without advanced telescopes.

(3) Here are some of the fascinating facts we already know

about the Red Planet. (4) Mars is a cold, desert planet. (5) The

atmosphere of Mars is still active, and light clouds sometime form.

(6) The surface, however, is inactive. (7) Ancient volcanoes and

rivers are long dead. (8) Mars has two moons, named Phobos and

Deimos. (9) A Martian day is 24.6 hours, but a year on Mars lasts

687 days. (10) Like Earth, Mars has four seasons. (11) The planet’s

temperature range is much more extreme than ours. (12) Winter

temperatures can drop to -221 degrees Fahrenheit and summer

temperatures can be as high as +70 degrees Fahrenheit.

(13) Scientists are studying the planet’s geology to understand

more about its history. (14) They hope to discover if there was ever

life on Mars. (15) NASA has sent five rovers to Mars’ surface to

take pictures and collect data. (16) The robotic vehicles send

information back to Earth. (17) That way scientists can analyze it.

(18) Mars missions give scientists more information but also lead to

new questions.

(19) Fortunately, future trips there have already been planned.

(20) With each new mission, scientists will continue to add to our

ever-growing knowledge of our fascinating space neighbor.

1 Hannah’s paper needs a better introduction. Which sentence can

she put after sentence 2 to give her readers a proper sense of her

paper’s focus?

A I am lucky to have a very good telescope.

B Very few people have good telescopes.

C There is much we already know about Mars, but there is also still

so much to learn.

D We know some fascinating facts about Mars.

5 Hannah can clarify sentence 19 by replacing there with –

A from Earth C their

B out there in space D to Mars

4 How should sentences 16 and 17 be combined?

F The robotic vehicles send information to Earth and analyze it.

G The robotic vehicles send information back to Earth so that

scientists can analyze it.

H The robotic vehicles send information back to Earth that is the

way scientists can analyze it.

J The robotic vehicles send information and analyze it on Earth.
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2 What transition should be added to the beginning of sentence 11?

F However, H Anyway,

G For example, J Because,

11C

11C

11Bii

11C

11Bi
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Jumpa wrote the following science fiction story for a class
assignment. Read Jumpa’s paper for any EDITS she should make,
then answer the questions that follow.

(1) The pilot prepared for take-off. (2) She knew the importance

of the mission, she understood that they were the only ones

capable of making the trip. (3) Still, as she waited for the

countdown, she felt a wave of sad as she thought of what she was

leaving.

(4) The pilot didn’t allow herself more than a moment of grief.

(5) The mission was too important, and it was a tremendous honor.

(6) Her family would be the first residents of Mars! (7) She was the

pilot and lead enginear on the trip. (8) She would get them to the

planet and make sure their habitat would protect themselves from

Mars’ harsh environment. (9) Her husband was an agricultural

specialist. (10) He would produce all the food they would need.

(11) Since they were settled, other pioneers would be sent.

(12) More families would arrive, and, eventual, a community would

be built. (13) Their (future) kids would have a school to go to and

friends to play with. (14) They would forever be remembered as the

founders of Mars. (15) But all of that meant leaving Earth, forever.

(16) Nasa ground control suddenly buzzed through the radio.

(17) “Pilot Jumpa, are you ready for take-off?”

(18) From her seat high in the cockpit of the shuttle, the pilot

could see of miles and miles. (19) She taked one last look around

the planet Earth. (20) “I’m go for take-off, she said.”

1 What change should be made in sentence 2?

A Change mission to mishun C Add and after the comma

B Change capable to capabul D Change knew to new

2 How should sentence 3 be

changed?

F Change sad to sadness

G Change waited to waiting

H Change for to at

J Change was to were

4 In what way should sentence

7 be changed?

F Change She to Hers

G Change enginear to

engineer

H Change lead to leed

J Change the period to a

question mark

5 What change should be

made to sentence 8?

A Change Mars’ to Mar’s

B Change their to they’re

C Change themselves to

them

D Change planet to Planet

6 How should sentence 11 be

changed?

F Change other to another

G Change sent to sended

H Change pioneers to

pionears

J Change Since to Once

7 What change is needed in

sentence 12?

A Change families to famalies

B Change eventual to

eventually

C Change arrive to arriving

D Change built to builded
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3 What change is necessary in

sentence 5?

A Change honor to onnor

B Delete the comma

C Change tremendous to

tremendously

D No change is necessary

8 What change should be made

in sentence 16?

F Change Nasa to NASA

G Change suddenly to sudden

H Change through to threw

J Change radio to radios

9 How should sentence 18 be

changed?

A Change and to or

B Change high to higher

C Change of to for

D Delete the comma11Di 11Dix 11Dvi

11Dviii 11Dv

11Dxi 11Dvii

11Dii 11Div



11 How should sentence 20 be written?

A “I’m go for take-off she said.”

B I’m go for take-off, she said.”

C “I’m go for take-off, she said.

D “I’m go for take-off,” she said.
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12 Based on the passage, what can the reader tell about the pilot’s

character and her feelings about the mission? Use evidence from

the text to support your answer.

10 What change should be made in sentence 19?

F Change Earth to earth H Change around to arownd

G Change taked to took J Change one to won
Read the following quote:

THINK about the difference between the things you should do and

the things you want to do. You may think about things you choose

to do because you know they are good for you, but that you still

don’t enjoy.

WRITE about a time in your life when you made the decision to do

something that you knew you should do but didn’t want to do.

Be sure to:

 plan out your first draft

 organize your writing with a narrative structure

 include an introduction and a conclusion

 develop your writing in detail and be specific

 choose your words carefully

 use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar,

and sentences

Written Composition: Personal Narrative

To be happy in life, we must learn the difference

between what we want and what we need.

Use separate paper for your rough draft and composition.
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11Dii

11Dx

8B, 11


